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We analyze the driven resonantly coupled Jaynes-Cummings model in terms of a quasienergy approach by
switching to a frame rotating with the external modulation frequency and by using the dressed atom picture. A
quasienergy surface in phase space emerges whose level spacing is governed by a rescaled effective Planck
constant. Moreover, the well-known multiphoton transitions can be reinterpreted as resonant tunneling transi-
tions from the local maximum of the quasienergy surface. Most importantly, the driving defines a quasienergy
well which is nonperturbative in nature. The quantum-mechanical quasienergy state localized at its bottom is
squeezed. In the Purcell-limited regime, the potential well is metastable and the effective local temperature
close to its minimum is uniquely determined by the squeezing factor. The activation occurs in this case via
dressed spin-flip transitions rather than via quantum activation as in other driven nonlinear quantum systems
such as the quantum Duffing oscillator. The local maximum is, in general, stable. However, in presence of
resonant coherent or dissipative tunneling transitions the system can escape from it and a stationary state arises
as a statistical mixture of quasienergy states being localized in the two basins of attraction. This gives rise to
a resonant or an antiresonant nonlinear response of the cavity at multiphoton transitions. The model finds direct
application in recent experiments with a driven superconducting circuit quantum electrodynamics setup.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Damped nonlinear classical oscillators can display rather
nontrivial features when they are modulated by an external
time-dependent driving force.1 The simplest example is the
classical Duffing oscillator, for which a quartic nonlinearity
extends the harmonic potential such that the static potential
still remains monostable. Adding a periodic modulation gen-
erates several dynamical stable states and the role of envi-
ronmental fluctuating forces becomes particularly intriguing
at the bifurcation points.2 Close to the fundamental reso-
nance, the classical Duffing oscillator displays two stable
states of large and small oscillation amplitudes. Environmen-
tal fluctuations can induce transitions between the two states
and the scaling property of the probability of an activated
escape from such a metastable state near the bifurcation
point can be determined.3,4

For the corresponding quantum Duffing oscillator, two in-
herently quantum mechanical effects can contribute to the
escape from the metastable forced state over the effective
quasienergy barrier. One mechanism is dynamical tunneling5

in the quasienergy surface, which leads at low temperatures
to a sharp increase in the transition probabilities near the
classical bifurcation point �determined in the quasiclassical
approximation�. In addition, quantum activation6 occurs
which even at zero temperature leads to an effective diffu-
sion over the quasienergy barrier induced by the environ-
mental quantum fluctuations. At a first instance, this effect
might appear somewhat counterintuitive but one has to bear
in mind that energy absorption in the environment can in-
crease the system’s quasienergy, this quantity being defined
in a rotating frame. It has been shown that the escape is
always over the barrier �of activation type�, provided that the
broadening of the quasienergy levels, induced by the envi-
ronment, exceeds the corresponding coherent tunneling rate.6

Other driven nonlinear quantum systems, such as the para-
metrically driven Duffing oscillator7 or modulated large-spin
systems8 show quantum activated behavior as well. In this
regime, there is a separation of time scales. After the fast
intrawell relaxation processes have occurred, the system oc-
cupies a quasiclassical state, which is metastable. From this,
it can escape by rare interwell transitions that eventually
would lead to the other metastable state.

In the opposite limit, when tunneling transitions notice-
ably contribute, the separation of time scales is not well de-
fined and a mixture of all quasienergy states forms the sta-
tionary state. This is the case when a coherent resonant
excitation induces a population of a multiphoton quasienergy
state, as shown for the Duffing oscillator.9–11 Since the
quasienergy states oscillate with different phases with respect
to the external modulation, a resonant or antiresonant re-
sponse of the oscillator to the modulation may occur at a
multiphoton transition. Which type arises, is determined by
the dominant stationary population of the involved quasien-
ergy state and thus depends also on the parameters of the
environment. These line-shape properties around a multipho-
ton �anti�resonance are connected with a resonantly en-
hanced escape in form of resonant dynamical tunneling,9,10

which shows up as resonant tunneling peak in the switching
rate. Enhanced peaks are associated with resonant line
shapes while reduced peaks go with an antiresonance.

Recently, we have shown12 that a dynamical bistability
also occurs in the setup of a driven linear resonator coupled
to a quantum two-level system �driven circuit quantum elec-
trodynamics �QED� setup�. The system is conveniently mod-
eled by the Jaynes-Cummings �JC� model13 which is ex-
tended by a driving term. The static Jaynes-Cummings
model was originally studied to describe the interaction of a
two-level atom and a single quantized electromagnetic field
mode and has an inherent nonlinearity since the splitting of
the vacuum Rabi resonance depends on the number N of
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photons in the resonator as �N+1. Already its undriven dy-
namics has many interesting facets, including Rabi oscilla-
tions, collapses, and revivals of quantum states, quantum
squeezing, quantum entanglement, Schrödinger cat and Fock
states, and photon antibunching.14 It also finds applications
beyond quantum optical setups, namely, in nanocircuit archi-
tectures, such as Cooper pair boxes,15 superconducting flux
qubits,16 Josephson junctions,17 and semiconductor quantum
dots.18 In particular, the latter setups allow to explore the
regime of strong qubit-resonator coupling as the resonator is
typically formed by a nanoscale on-chip transmission line. In
addition, strong driving allows to access the regime of non-
linear response.

These experiments based on quantum state engineering
with superconducting circuits were accompanied by progress
in theory, based on the adoption of the undriven JC
model19–21 to the particular experimental situations. In addi-
tion, the model has been extended by an additional time-
dependent modulation term,22,23 mimicking the effect of rf
fields applied either to the qubit or to the oscillator part. The
more general case of N two-level atoms strongly coupled to
a driven optical cavity has been considered in Ref. 24 for the
case of weak driving fields and nonclassical features in the
photon-correlation function have been identified.

The driven Jaynes-Cummings model has recently found
an experimental realization in form of a superconducting
transmon qubit device.25 The transmitted heterodyne signal
has been used as a measure of the amplitude of the stationary
oscillations of the oscillator position. It has allowed to study
the supersplitting of each vacuum Rabi peak which reflects
transitions between the ground state and the first/the second
excited state of the undriven Jaynes-Cummings spectrum.
Their energy difference is 2�g, where g is the interaction
strength of the qubit and the harmonic mode. In addition, for
stronger driving, the excitation of discrete multiphoton tran-
sitions up to a photon number of N=5 has been observed.
The measurements have been analyzed by accurate numeri-
cal simulations.25 An effective two-level approach which in-
volves the vacuum and the one-photon dressed state has been
used to describe the vacuum Rabi splitting.25,26 Moreover,
the characteristic �N spacing of the involved energy levels
has been demonstrated. At resonance, the system is coher-
ently excited to a N-photon state. The relaxation occurs via
subsequent dissipative transitions, generating eventually a
steady state which involves a mixture of many quantum
states and which renders a two-level description inappropri-
ate.

In this paper, we complement our brief account of Ref. 12
by a comprehensive theoretical analysis of the driven Jaynes-
Cummings model in the deep quantum regime of few pho-
tons in the resonator. Motivated by the failure of perturbation
theory for arbitrary small intensity of the driving, we carry
on an alternative approach. The transformation to the frame
rotating with the frequency of the external driving yields to a
description in terms of quasienergy levels and states. Dis-
crete multiphoton transitions arise at avoided quasisenergy-
level crossings. Furthermore, we obtain the Hamiltonian in
the dressed state basis in form of two quasienergy surfaces,
one of which shows bistability. This description allows to
interpret the multiphoton transitions as tunneling transitions

in the bistable quasienergy surface. On the other hand, the
region of the spectrum for which perturbation theory fails
can be studied by means of a harmonic expansion of the
quasienergy surface around its global minimum. As already
mentioned in Ref. 12, the lowest quasienergy state is a quan-
tum squeezed state with the squeezing parameter being a
function of the ratio of qubit-oscillator coupling and driving
strength. In turn, this state of lowest quasienergy has sub-
Poissonian statistics. To complete the picture, we present the
analysis of the corresponding dissipative dynamics for the
cases when both the qubit and the oscillator are damped. In
presence of resonant multiphoton transitions, the interplay of
tunneling and dissipation results in a stationary state which
consists of a statistical mixture of several quasienergy states.
Together with the levels involved in the respective
multiphoton/tunneling transition, also the levels around the
global minimum may have a large weight in the mixture. We
show that the stationary occupation probability of the state
with lowest quasienergy governs the line shape of the non-
linear response yielding to resonant or antiresonant charac-
teristic. As opposed to other anharmonic oscillators, the ac-
tivation out of the global minimum is not dominantly
triggered by quantum activation6,7 but instead by dissipative
spin flips �i.e., transitions between the two quasienergy sur-
faces�. For Purcell-limited devices and away from a multi-
photon transition, this is the slowest dissipative process and
the corresponding rate can be computed by diagonalizing the
Liouville operator numerically. Finally, we discuss the ge-
neric features of damped driven nonlinear oscillators in the
deep quantum regime.

II. COHERENT DYNAMICS IN THE STRONG-COUPLING
REGIME

We consider a state-of-the-art circuit15,25,27 or optical28,29

cavity QED setup in the strong-coupling regime. The cavity
is driven by an external periodically time-dependent field.
We note that this naturally implies the coupling to external
modes which intrinsically renders the atom-cavity system an
open quantum system. However, the strong-coupling regime
is characterized by an atom-cavity coupling which dominates
over all dissipative processes. In this limit, intrinsically co-
herent phenomena play a crucial role and the dissipative pro-
cesses can be considered as small perturbation. Hence, in
order to lay the basis for the weakly damped, dissipative
dynamics, we first focus on the coherent dynamics of the
atom-cavity system. This paves the way to the full analysis
of the open system which will be carried out in Sec. IV.
Hence, at this stage it is not necessary to restrict ourself to a
specific configuration, e.g., a one-sided vs a two-sided cavity
or an circuit vs an optical cavity.

We model the cavity as a harmonic oscillator with fre-
quency �r which is characterized by the ladder operators a
and a† and which is coupled with strength g to a qubit, mod-
eling an �artificial� atom with two only relevant quantum
states, with equal resonant frequency. The qubit is described
in terms of the Pauli operators � j=x,y,z and the oscillator is
modulated by a �classical� time-dependent field with fre-
quency �ex and field strength f . The total Hamiltonian thus
reads ��=1�
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H = �r�a†a +
�z

2
+

1

2
� + g�a† + a��x + f�a† + a�cos �ext .

�1�

In the frame rotating with �ex and for the detuning ����r
−�ex ,g , f��r, we perform a rotating-wave approximation
�RWA� �Ref. 30� and obtain the Hamiltonian of the driven JC
model as

H = ���a†a +
1

4
�+�−� +

g

2
�a†�− + a�+� +

f

2
�a† + a� �2�

with ��=�x� i�y. Formally, the undriven JC model has the
quasienergies �n=1,2 , . . .�

	0 = 0, 	n,� = n�� � g�n , �3�

which follow from diagonalization of the Hamiltonian in Eq.
�2� for f =0. The quasienergy states can be expressed in the
product basis of oscillator eigenstates 	
n�� and qubit eigen-
states 	
g� , 
e�� as



0� = 
0,g�, 

n−� =
1
�2

�
n − 1,e� − 
n,g�� ,



n+� =
1
�2

�
n − 1,e� + 
n,g�� . �4�

We will refer to the two latter as dressed n-photon or Fock
states with two spin directions �. The zero-photon quasien-
ergy level crosses the N-photon level at

�� = � g/�N �5�

�for spin �, respectively�. For f �0, the crossings turn into
avoided crossings. At such an anticrossing, the zero-photon
state 

0� and the N-photon dressed state 

N�� display Rabi
oscillations with the Rabi frequency �N given by the mini-
mal splitting of the two quasienergy levels. These Rabi os-
cillations represent the N-photon transitions. In order to have
well-separated resonances, we consider here the strong-
coupling regime g f . There, one would naively expect that
standard perturbation theory in the driving f �and its gener-
alization to quasidegenerate levels at resonance� would yield
a correct description of all the quasienergy states which are
relevant in the low-energy dissipative dynamics considered
in Sec. IV. However, in the remainder of this section we will
show that for �� of the order �fg standard perturbation
theory with respect to f fails to describe the lowest quasien-
ergy part of the spectrum. In Sec. IV, we will show that, in
fact, all the quasienergy states play an important role in the
dissipative dynamics close to a multiphoton resonance in the
stationary state.

A first illustration of the breakdown of perturbation theory
can be obtained by numerically diagonalizing the Hamil-
tonian in Eq. �2�. We use the Hilbert space spanned by the
first 100 dressed Fock states for each spin orientation. The
result for the quasienergy spectrum for g=0.026�r and f
=0.004�r is shown in Fig. 1. We note that we focus on posi-
tive detuning ���0, since the opposite case trivially follows
from ��→−�� and 

n��→exp�−i�a†a�

n�� yielding H

→−H. From Eq. �3� it is clear that a signature of the validity
of standard perturbation theory in the driving amplitude f is
a constant slope of the quasienergy levels 	n,� as a function
of ��. When the quasienergy splitting between two states is
small, i.e., on the order of f , the two levels are to be consid-
ered quasidegenerate and an avoided crossing might occur.
We clearly observe these patterns almost everywhere in the
spectrum, even for levels corresponding to a large photon
number that would appear in the region of large quasiener-
gies not shown in Fig. 1. The notable exception is the region
of small quasienergy and small detuning. There, the slope of
the levels with small quasienergies is not constant and no
clear avoided level crossing appears. This clearly points to a
breakdown of perturbation theory in f and it is easy to carry
out a heuristic argument for this feature as follows.

Let us consider 	n− as a continuous function of n, which is
zero for n=0. It has a minimum 	min=−g2 / �2��� at nmin
=g2 / �4��2� and vanishes again for n=g2 /��2. Moreover,
g2 /��2 can be regarded as the number of states in the
quasienergy interval 	min�	�0. The average quasienergy
spacing 	̄ in this interval is thus �� /2. Moreover it is clear
that the levels tend to accumulate close to the minimum and
that 	̄ overestimates the local-level spacing there. The matrix
elements of the driving term in this region are of the order
�nminf . We can conclude that the driving term is no longer a
perturbation in the lowest energy part of the spectrum if
�nminf  	̄ or ���fg. This rough estimate is confirmed by
the numerical data. In fact, for f =0.004�r and g=0.026�r as
in Fig. 1, we find �fg�0.01, which correspond approxi-
mately to the region where the slope of the levels in not
constant.

III. QUASIENERGY LANDSCAPE AND DYNAMICAL
BISTABILITY

Motivated by the failure of ordinary perturbation theory,
we next formulate a different perturbative approach. For this,
it is convenient to switch to the picture of dressed qubit
states, formally achieved by the unitary transformation31
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FIG. 1. Quasienergy spectrum �in unit of �r� of the driven
Jaynes-Cummings-Hamiltonian, Eq. �2�, for the parameters g
=0.026�r and f =0.004�r.
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R = exp� − 3�

8�a†a + �+�−/4
�a†�− − a�+�� . �6�

It maps the JC eigenstates Eq. �4� into product states accord-
ing to


0,g� → 
0,g�, 

n−� → 
n,g�, 

n+� → − 
n − 1,e� .

The purpose of this transformation is that the undriven JC
Hamiltonian becomes diagonal in the qubit Hibert space and
assumes the form

H̃ = 
��
�a†a +
1

4
�+�−� + g�z�a†a +

1

4
�+�− �7�

while the ladder operators remain unaffected to lowest order
in the photon number, i.e.,

ã = R†aR = a + O�n−1/2� . �8�

The expression for ã follows by expanding the matrix ele-
ments

�ng
ã
mg� = �ng
R†aR
mg� = �
n−
a

m−� = f+�n��n+1m,

�ng
ã
me� = �ng
R†aR
me� = �
n−
a

m+� = f−�n��n+1m

�9�

with f��n�= ��n��n+1� /2. Note that f−�n� is typically
small, e.g., for n=1 �it is the largest case�, f−�1��−0.2 and it
approaches zero as −1 / �4�n�. On the other hand, f+�n�
�n+O�1 /�n�. This also illustrates that only higher order
terms depend on spin-flipping operators. Hence, it follows
that both the driving and the coupling to the bath-induced
spin flips, but only as higher order processes.

Next, we introduce the rescaled rotating quadrature

X =��

2
�a† + a�, P = i��

2
�a† − a� �10�

with �= 
��
2 /g2. Note that the terms neglected in Eq. �8� are
of higher order in �. By plugging the rotating quadrature into
the transformed Hamiltonian �7� and neglecting all higher

order terms, we obtain H̃����−1Q�X ,P� with

Q�X,P� =
X2

2
+

P2

2
+ �z�X2

2
+

P2

2
+

f
�2g

X . �11�

Eventually, rescaling the time by �=1 /��, yields the effec-
tive Schrödinger equation

i�
��

�t
� Q�X,P�� �12�

with the commutator �X ,P�= i� �which follows from the
definition in Eq. �10��. Thus, we can interpret � as a rescaled
effective Planck constant, X and P as canonically conjugated
operators, and Q�X ,P� as two quasienergy surfaces in phase
space for the two opposite dressed spin orientations. They
are visualized in Fig. 2. The quasienergy surface for the
dressed spin g��z=−1� has the overall shape of a Mexican
hat. The drive induces a finite tilt of the surface, generating a
saddle point at Psad=0 and Xsad= �1− f /g� /�2 and a separa-

trix, shown in the density plot in Fig. 2 as the oriented black
solid line. It divides the surface into three domains: �i� a
potential well around the quasienergy minimum at Pmin=0
and Xmin=−�1+ f /g� /�2, �ii� an internal dome around the
inner maximum at X=0, P=0 and, �iii� an external surface.
For quasienergies lying above the saddle point and below the
maximum, there are orbits coexisting on the domains �ii� and
�iii� and thereby define a dynamical bistability. The surface
for the opposite dressed spin orientation �z=+1 is a less
interesting monotonous function and is shown in the three-
dimensional �3D� plot in Fig. 2.

When the motion is quantized, the �quasi�energy levels
become discrete. For small �, we expect the dynamical be-
havior to be semiclassical and we can associate each
quasienergy level to an allowed orbit. In principle, a full
Wentzel-Kramers-Brillouin treatment is possible but it goes
beyond the scope of this paper. In order to illustrate the semi-
classical features of the driven Jaynes-Cummings model, we
show the quasienergy levels �rescaled by � /��� as a function
of � in Fig. 3. They are obtained by numerically diagonaliz-
ing the complete Jaynes-Cummings Hamiltonian.

We can associate the levels below the quasienergy saddle
point Q�Xsad ,0�=−�1− f /g�2 /4 �indicated in Fig. 3 as a
green dotted line� to orbits localized in the quasipotential
well. Notice that close to the minimum Q�Xmin,0�=−�1
+ f /g�2 /4, the orbits are approximately equally spaced and
they become denser while approaching the saddle point. In
fact, semiclassically the level spacing is given by ���q�,
where ��q� is the classical orbit frequency for the �rescaled�
quasienergy q. Close to the quasienergy minimum the poten-
tial is harmonic and ��q� varies slowly while close to the
saddle point, it tends quickly to zero.

For energies above the saddle point and below the maxi-
mum, we can associate the quasienergy levels with orbits in
the internal dome and in the external surface. The orbit with
vanishing quasienergy corresponds to an orbit close to the
quasienergy maximum. For certain discrete values of �, an

FIG. 2. �Color online� 3D plot of the quasienergy surfaces
Q�X ,P� for P�0 and f /g=0.154. �Note that this yields an effec-
tive temperature of Teff=0.65, see text.� The quasienergy surface for
the dressed spin orientation e��z=+1� is a monostable reversed
cone. The one for the opposite dressed spin g��z=−1� is bistable
and is shown as a density plot as well. In the density plot, the
oriented black solid line indicates the separatrix between the two
domains of attraction.
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orbit on the external surface might have vanishing quasien-
ergy as well. Hence, we can interpret the multiphoton tran-
sitions, which occur at the resulting avoided level crossings,
as tunneling transitions between two states in the internal
dome and the external well, respectively. In the limit of g
 f , we can read off the resonant tunneling condition from
the perturbative result in Eq. �5�, yielding the condition for
N-photon transitions to be �=1 /N. More tunneling transi-
tions for negative quasienergy are indicated by the orange
circle in Fig. 3.

Above the minimum no avoided level crossing is present,
several exact crossings �not shown� appear instead. The cor-
responding orbits have opposite dressed spin and do not
show level repulsion because the two quasienergy surfaces
are effectively decoupled.

A. Quasienergy states at the well bottom

Next, we study the spectrum close to the bottom of the
quasienergy well quantitatively. In fact, as it turns out, the
states localized in this region play an important role in the
stationary dissipative dynamics close to a multiphoton tran-
sition.

The most simple approach consists in expanding the
quasienergy in Eq. �11� close to its minimum. In this region,
the quasienergy surface is to lowest order harmonic and fol-
lows:

Q�X,P� = Q�Xmin,Pmin� +
1

2meff
�P − Pmin�2

+
1

2
meff�

�2�X − Xmin�2 �13�

with effective mass meff= �f +g� / f and with frequency ��

=�f / �f +g�. When the zero-point energy ��� /2 is much
smaller than the quasienergy well depth �Q�Q�Xsad ,Psad�
−Q�Xmin,Pmin�= f /g, only a few quasienergy states are lo-
calized in the well. The harmonic expansion yields the
quasienergies

En = ���−1�Q�Xmin,0� + ����n +
1

2
�� , �14�

which are determined up to O��2�.32 They are shown in Fig.
3 as red dashed lines and they almost coincide with the exact
results for small �.

Up to leading order in �, the corresponding wave func-
tions are given by


�n
�� = R−1 b†n

�n!
D�Xmin�S�r��
0g� . �15�

They are obtained by applying to the vacuum: �i� the squeez-
ing operator S�r��=exp�r��a2−a†2� /2� with squeeze factor

r� =
ln�meff�

��
2

=
ln�1 + g/f�

4
, �16�

�ii� the translation D�Xmin�=exp�iPXmin /�� to the minimum,
�iii� the creation operator b†=a† cosh r+a sinh r
−erXmin /�2�, and �iv� R−1 to return to the bare qubit picture.
With this, one can compute the Fock-state representation33 of
the quasienergy states and all expectation values at leading
order.

B. Quantum squeezed state and sub-Poissonian statistics

Of particular interest is the state 
�0
�� at the bottom of the

quasienergy well. It is defined, when the zero-point energy
��� /2 is smaller than the quasienergy depth �Q= f /g, cor-
responding to the region ���g�4 f /g �=0.016 for the param-
eters used in Fig. 1�. Note that the analytical result for E0 in
Eq. �14� almost coincides with the exact one in this region.
Most importantly, 
�0

�� exists for any finite driving �providing
that the detuning is small enough� and is clearly absent in the
undriven case. In fact, for f =0, the tilt of the quasienergy
surface vanishes and no quasienergy well is developed. This
illustrates further that simple perturbation theory fails for ar-
bitrary small driving close to zero detuning and improves the
estimate of the critical detuning below which it breaks down.

For weak but finite driving, the well is still very shallow
in the momentum direction, allowing for large momentum
fluctuations of a state confined in it. For increasing driving,
the well becomes deeper and more symmetric. Hence, 
�0

�� is
amplitude squeezed and the squeezing decreases for increas-
ing driving, as it can also be read off from Eqs. �15� and �16�.

As a consequence, 
�0
�� has also sub-Poissonian statistics

and shows photon antibunching. This can be seen by com-
puting its average photon number n̄����0

�
n
�0
�� and its vari-

ance ��n��2���0
�
�n− n̄��2
�0

�� by means of Eq. �15�. We find

n̄� =
Xmin

2

2�
=

�f + g�2

4��2 �17�

and

��n��2 = e−2r�
n̄� = e−2r� �f + g�2

4��2 . �18�

Thus, in the semiclassical limit �→0, the two-photon corre-
lation function becomes

λ
-0.4

-0.2

0

0.2

(λ
/δ

ω
)ε

2
-1

3
-1

4
-1

5
-1...

FIG. 3. �Color online� Rescaled quasienergy spectrum of the
driven Jaynes-Cummings Hamiltonian in Eq. �2� for the parameters
f /g=0.154 �solid black lines�. The green dotted line indicates the
saddle-point quasienergy. The red dashed lines correspond to the
approximate �� /���En, see text. The blue dotted-dashed line marks
the rescaled quasienergy 	0 of 
0�f��. The orange circle highlights
avoided quasienergy level crossings �multiphoton transitions� for
large photon numbers N.
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g�2��0� � 1 +
��n��2 − n̄�

n̄�2 � 1. �19�

Note that the above formulas can be regarded only as
leading-order estimates because they are of order 1 /� and
other finite contributions are not taken into account.

Here, we did not include the Fock representation of the
semiclassical states because it is rather cumbersome and
scarcely illuminating for the purpose of this work. However,
it is important to keep in mind that the semiclassical states
are a superposition of dressed Fock states with a given
dressed spin orientation and photon number n on the order of
n̄, given in Eq. �17�. For the discussion of the dissipative
dynamics below, we remark that close to a N-photon transi-
tion, all the dressed Fock states that contribute significantly
to the superposition correspond a photon number n�N with
negative quasienergies, 	n�N−�0.

Finally, we note that the golden rule estimate for the rate
for coherent spin-flip transitions yields zero because no over-
lap between the quasienergy states localized in the well
�which has negative quasienergy En�0� and that with oppo-
site spin �which has positive quasienergy 	n+�0� exists.

In this work we consider identical resonant frequencies
for the qubit and the cavity. However, close to the quasien-
ergy minimum the effect of a finite detuning �=�q−�c of
the resonant frequencies �q and �c for the qubit and the
cavity might be negligible even if the circuit cavity QED is
in the dispersive regime when few photons are present. The
detuning � induce an additional term �2� / �4g2� inside the
square root in Eq. �11�. This further contribution is negligible
close to the well bottom, if �2� /g2�2Xmin

2 = �1+ f /g�2. Note
that this condition can be fullfilled even if � f ,g as in Refs.
34 and 35. In this references, the state 
�0

�� has been denoted
as bright state.

C. Dark state and multiphoton transitions

Another state playing a key role in the dissipative dynam-
ics is the state obtained by starting in the JC ground state

0,g� and by adiabatically switching on the driving. This is
the state with zero quasienergy and is shown as blue dotted-
dashed line in Fig. 3. We denote it as 
0�f��. It is naturally
favored by photon leaking, the most important dissipation
channel in many setups. For weak driving, it has vanishing
average photon number and therefore it is not accurately de-
scribed by our semiclassical approach.

This state has been investigated in Ref. 36 for ��=0. It is
a squeezed state which tends to follow the driving by rotat-
ing its spin by the angle ��arcsin f /g around the y axis and
squeezing its amplitude fluctuations with squeezing factor
r0=−�ln�1− f2 /g2�� /4.36 Note that, as opposed to r� �the
squeezing factor of 
����, r0 increases for increasing driving.
In addition, it has super-Poissonian statistics and shows pho-
ton bunching. In fact,

n̄0 � �0�f�
n
0�f�� f = sinh2 r0, �20�

��n0�2 � �0�f�
�n − n̄0�2
0�f�� = 2 cosh2 r0 sinh2 r0

�21�

and the two-photon correlation function is

g�2��0� � 1 +
��n�2 − n̄

n̄2 � 1. �22�

Since it is not possible to diagonalize analytically the driven
JC Hamiltonian for ��=0, a systematic perturbation theory
in �� is not possible. Fortunately, for weak driving, we can
rely on perturbation theory in the driving f to study this state.
Away from a multiphoton transition, we can compute the
transmission �0�f�
a
0�f�� by ordinary perturbation theory in
f , yielding

�0�f�
a
0�f�� � −
f

4
� 1

�� + g
+

1

�� − g
� . �23�

Hence, the oscillation of the transmission is in phase with the
driving for ���g.

At a multiphoton transition, i.e., for ��1 /N, the corre-
sponding multiphoton state is a superposition of 
0�f�� and a
semiclassical state 
N�f��, which exists on the external part of
the quasienergy surface. This state is obtained by starting
from a dressed state 

N+� �

N−� for ���0� and switching
on adiabatically the driving. The states 
0�f�� and 
N�f�� dis-
play Rabi oscillations. The corresponding Rabi frequencies
can be computed by means of Van Vleck perturbation theory
as

�1 =
f

�2
, �2 = �2

f2

g
, �3 =

37/2

24

f3

g2 ¯ . �24�

We do not give the general formula because it is rather cum-
bersome and scarcely illuminating. In fact, it is derived as-
suming that perturbation theory is valid everywhere in the
spectrum, which is generally not true, not even for f�g. Our
approach does not allow a fully fledged semiclassical calcu-
lation of the Rabi frequency. Nevertheless, one main advan-
tage is that it describes very elegantly how the physical
quantities are rescaled while the effective Planck constant
changes. With this, we postulate that the Rabi frequency fol-
lows as

�N  exp�− S�f/g�/�� = exp�− NS�f/g�� �25�

with S�f /g� being an unknown function of f /g and  indi-
cating logarithmic precision.

IV. DISSIPATIVE DYNAMICS

State-of-the-art nanocircuit QED setups15,16,18,25 are char-
acterized by weak damping, implying large quality factors on
the order of Q104–105 and qubit dephasing and relaxation
times �T1

� and T2� being large compared to the time scale
Tr=2� /�r, governing the system dynamics. For instance, for
the transmon architecture reported in Ref. 25, T1,21 �s
and Tr1 ns. For optical cavities, quality factors of Q
1010 are possible.29 When decoherence and dissipation are
induced by electromagnetic environmental fluctuations with
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a smooth spectral density and when all the time scales gov-
erning the different dissipative processes exceed typical
bath-intrinsic correlation times, a Markovian dynamics is ex-
pected. The simplest Markovian master equation �MME� for
the reduced density operator ��t� of the qubit-plus-oscillator
system is of Lindblad form and incorporates oscillator relax-
ation, qubit dephasing, and qubit relaxation. Its standard
form is given by �̇=L��� with the Liouvillian

L��� � − i�H,�� + �D�a� + �1D��−/2� +
��
2

D��z� ,

�26�

where D�O� is the Lindblad damping superoperator D�O�
���O� ,O†�+ �O ,�O†�� /2. The three damping terms de-
scribe: �i� the photon leaking out of the oscillator at rate �,
�ii� intrinsic qubit relaxation at rate �1, and �iii� pure qubit
dephasing at rate ��. This phenomenological master equation
follows by modeling the environment as three independent
harmonic baths, each held at thermal equilibrium at the same
temperature T, provided that �� ,��1 ,����kBT ,��r. In Eq.
�26�, we have implicitly assumed a one-sided cavity with a
single input and a single output port, yielding a single dissi-
pative channel for the cavity. For a detailed description of a
nanocircuit and an optical setup implementing this model,
we refer the reader to Refs. 25 and 28, respectively.

Moreover, one has to assume kBT���r. This condition
together with the ordinary assumptions for the RWA
��� ,g , f��r� implies that the environment acts as a perfect
energy sink. However, quasienergy and not energy is the
good quantum number for driven systems. Since the quasien-
ergy is defined in a rotating frame, energy emission in a
static frame �energy leaking into the environment� can ap-
pear as quasienergy absorption in the rotating frame. This
leads to counterintuitive effects, such as the Unruh effect for
a constantly accelerated relativistic system37 and quantum
activation for the quantum Duffing oscillator.6 In the follow-
ing, we will illustrate how our approach in terms of the
quasienergy surface provides an intuitive physical insight
into the dissipative dynamics even when many different
quantum states are involved.

A. Potential-well escape: Quantum activation vs spin flips

Away from any multiphoton transition and for g f ,

0�f�� is characterized by a vanishing average photon num-
ber. If the system acts as an energy sink, this state has an
infinitely large lifetime because a photon cannot be emitted
neither from the system nor from the environment. Hence,

0�f�� will be dominantly populated in the stationary state.
Conversely, at a multiphoton resonance, the system can es-
cape from the zero-photon state 
0�f�� via resonant tunneling
to the dressed N-photon state 
N�f��. Subsequent relaxation
causes the energy to leak out from the system via transitions
to states with lower quasienergies. This leads to the occupa-
tion of all the quasienergy states with negative quasienergies.
In fact, these states are a superposition of dressed Fock states
with photon number n�N, as detailed in the previous sec-
tion. Hence, when ���g�4 f /g, energy leaking leads to the

occupation of those quasienergy states which are localized in
the quasienergy well.

From the basin of attraction of the quasienergy minimum,
the system can escape either �i� by climbing up the quasien-
ergy well by quantum activation or �ii� by means of a spin-
flip transition. In fact, only one of the two dressed spin states
is confined. Hence, after a spin-flip transition the system can
quickly decay to the dark state. The rate �a for quantum
activation is suppressed exponentially with the number Nw of
states in the quasienergy well, following �a��e−cNw. Note
that the constant c does depend on the precise shape of the
quasienergy surface, but not on the rescaled Planck constant
�, whereas Nw obviously depends on � �which governs the
level spacing� according to Nw�1 /�. Hence, spin-flip tran-
sitions are the dominant escape channel when � is small.

The stationary state is a statistical mixture of all those
quasienergy states with negative quasienergy, if the overall
rate of escape from the quasipotential well is of the same
order as the rate of escape from the state 
0�f��. The latter is
discussed in the next section.

B. Coherent vs incoherent resonant dynamical tunneling

Driving may also induce resonant transitions between the
qubit dressed states. To be more precise, we have to distin-
guish between the regimes of �A� coherent and �B� incoher-
ent resonant dynamical tunneling. The borderline between
these two regimes is determined by the ratio �N /�N, where
�N is the Rabi frequency of the N-photon transition and �N
is the inverse lifetime of the dressed N-photon state. The
latter is on the order of the maximum of N� ,�1 ,�
.

�A� Coherent resonant dynamical tunneling is character-
ized by the decay rate of the dressed N-photon state being
smaller than the Rabi frequency, �N��N. Then, the system
coherently tunnels back and forth with the Rabi frequency
�N several times before it significantly relaxes with decay
rate �N /2. All the subsequent dissipative transitions occur on
a time scale similar to �N. Therefore, the stationary solution
will be a statistical mixture of all the states with negative
quasienergies. This is qualitatively different from the situa-
tion away from resonance where only the zero-photon state
is significantly populated.

�B� Incoherent resonant dynamical tunneling occurs when
the decay rate of the N-photon dressed state exceeds the Rabi
frequency, �N��N. Then, the quasienergy level broadening
is larger than the coherent splitting of the two quasienergy
levels. The dressed N-photon state strongly fluctuates on a
quasienergy range �N and with it the quasienergy difference
to the zero-photon state. Tunneling occurs only for those
splittings which do not exceed the Rabi frequency �N. This
occurs with probability �N /�N. When the two levels are
quasidegenerate, a tunneling event then happens with prob-
ability �N. For incoherent resonant dynamical tunneling, the
total tunneling probabilty is just the product of the two.
Hence, the system can escape from the zero-photon state 
0g�
with a small total rate �N

2 /�N. In the incoherent regime,
again two situations can arise.

�B1� When no state is localized in the quasienergy well
�which roughly occurs for ���g�4 f /g, see above�, i.e., when
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perturbation theory in the driving f is valid, the lifetimes of
all the states visited during the relaxation transition are of the
same order, namely, on the order of �N

−1. This is given by the
maximum of �−1 ,�1

−1 ,�

−1. This, however, is in any case

much smaller than the lifetime of the zero-photon state,
given by �N /�N

2 �remember that �N is suppressed exponen-
tially with N�. Thus, the zero-photon state is maximally
populated.

�B2� In the second case, when several states are trapped in
the quasienergy well �which occurs for ���g�4 f /g�, i.e.,
when the semiclassical description is necessary, the rate for
quantum activation �a is exponentially small and can be on
the order of �N

2 /�N. If also the spin-flip rate is small, the
state at the well bottom can become metastable. In this case,
it is therefore possible that an overall small rate of incoherent
resonant dynamical tunneling leads to a dramatic change in
the stationary distribution as compared to the situation away
from resonance, resembling the situation of coherent reso-
nant dynamical tunneling. Note that, this will be the case
only for the first few resonances. In fact the resonant escape
from the dark state is suppressed exponentially with N,
which is not the case for the spin-flip escape from the bright
state.

V. NONLINEAR RESPONSE IN THE STRONG-COUPLING
REGIME

Having discussed all required ingredients, we can next
turn to the nonlinear response of the driven JC model, which
can be characterized by the steady-state expectation value of
the intracavity field operator related to

�a� = tr��a� = Aei� = �
��

���a��. �27�

The indices � ,� refer to the basis of eigenstates of the driven
JC Hamiltonian in Eq. �2�. In a one-sided cavity, its modulus
A is related to the transmitted amplitude Atr�A and intensity
Itr�A2 of the input signal in a heterodyne measurement
setup.25,28

These quantities are directly accessible in the experiment.
In the rotating frame, �a��0 corresponds to an oscillation
out of phase ��=�� with respect to the drive while the in-
phase oscillation ��=0� is associated to �a��0. Note that
��→−�� and ���→���

� , since the unitary transformation
exp�−i�a†a� yields L→L�. Moreover, a��→−a�� and all
matrix elements are real. We can conclude that the nonlinear
response for ���0 follows trivially from the one for ��
�0 according to �a�→−�a��, i.e., A→A and �→�−�. In
addition, due to the RWA, the master equation can be written
in terms of the ratios f /g, � /g, �1 /g, �
 /g, and � only. Thus,
also �a� depends only on these quantities.

A straightforward numerical solution of the stationary
limit �̇�t�=0 allows to numerically calculate the modulus A
as a function of the external modulation frequency �ex. The
result for experimentally realistic parameters25 is shown in
Fig. 4. For weak modulation, two large fundamental �anti-
�resonances appear symmetrically with respect to �ex=�r,
which mark the supersplitting of the vacuum Rabi resonance
�in Fig. 4�a�, we show only the regime of �ex��r�. These

largest resonances �which are, in fact, antiresonances� are
associated to the one-photon transitions. They can be
described11,25 by an effective two-level model involving the
zero-photon and the one-photon state only. At resonance,
both states are equally populated and oscillate with opposite
phase. This overall yields zero response exactly at resonance.
Slightly away from resonance, one of the two states is
slightly more populated and a finite response arises. Further
away from the resonance, the response again approaches
zero as discussed above �see below for a quantitative evalu-
ation�. Hence, overall, the line shape of an antiresonance
arises. The one-photon transitions are special situations since
only two quasienergy states are involved and no contribu-
tions of other quasisenergy states with smaller photon num-
bers exist. Increasing the modulation strength, further reso-
nances and antiresonances appear, see Figs. 4�b� and 4�c�.
The antiresonances turn into resonances when the driving is
further increased.

In order to illustrate the underlying mechanism, we show
another example of the modulus A �Fig. 5�a�� and the phase
� �Fig. 5�b�� of the oscillator response, together with the
associated quasienergy spectrum �Fig. 5�c�� and the occupa-
tion probability P� of the state 
�0

�� with lowest quasienergy
�Fig. 5�c��. For the solid lines in Fig. 5, we have chosen the
same parameters as in the fits of Ref. 25. As it turns out, in
this experiment, the qubit pure dephasing is negligible ��

=0�. We have also plotted �dashed lines� the case of pure
Purcell dissipation �no intrinsic qubit relaxation �
=0, �1
=0, only finite resonator damping�.

First of all, we confirm that the resonances and antireso-
nances occur in correspondence with the avoided crossings
in the spectrum. As already discussed in the previous section,
in absence of resonant tunneling, i.e., away from any reso-
nance, the occupation probability of the zero-photon state is
close to one �under the conditions discussed above�, i.e.,
�00�1. Then, from Eq. �23� follows that �a��a00
= �0�f�
a
0�f��, which is shown as red dashed line in Fig.
5�a�. The first antiresonance occurs for �ex=�r−g and has
already been discussed above. Figure 5�a� also shows the
two-, three-, four-photon resonances and the five-, six-photon
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FIG. 4. �Color online� Nonlinear response of the driven JC
model: amplitude A as a function of the driving frequency �ex for
�a� f =0.035g, �b� f =0.071g, and �c� f =0.17g. Moreover, �=6.1
�10−3g, �1=1.4�10−3g, �
=1.4�10−4g, and g=0.007�r. A real-
istic value for �r / �2�� is 7 GHz �Refs. 25 and 38�.
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antiresonances. The overall phase of the stationary oscilla-
tions changes in presence of a resonance �Fig. 5�b��, which
points to a significant population of a state oscillating out of
phase. In fact, the occupation probability P� of the state 
�0

��
with lowest quasienergy displays peaks at such resonant fre-
quencies, see Fig. 5�d�.

This phenomenology is consistent with the picture of the
dissipative dynamics drawn in the previous section. At a
multiphoton resonance, in presence of coherent resonant dy-
namical tunneling or when the rate of incoherent resonant
dynamical tunneling is on the order of the rate for an escape
from the quasienergy well, a sizeable occupation probability
of the states confined in the quasipotential-well results.
Those quasienergy states oscillate out of phase and with a
large amplitude, yielding peaks in the nonlinear response and
an overall out-of-phase response characteristics. In the oppo-
site limit of incoherent resonant dynamical tunneling and
when no deep quasienergy well exists �i.e., in the perturba-
tive regime� or when the escape rate is smaller than the in-
coherent tunneling rate, the zero-photon state is again domi-
nantly populated and a small but finite occupation
probability of at least one state oscillating out of phase leads
to a reduction in the resonant nonlinear response and thus to
a dip in the line shape but does not necessarily change the
phase. We note that the underlying mechanism is exactly the
same as for the multiphoton transitions in the quantum Duf-
fing oscillator.9–11

VI. PURCELL-LIMITED SETUPS

The comparison of the solid and dashed lines in Figs.
5�a�, 5�b�, and 5�d� shows that a weak intrinsic coupling of
the qubit to the environment does not change the underlying
physics qualitatively. In particular, transmon qubits are Pur-
cell limited in the resonant regime.38 It is therefore interest-

ing to consider the special case of pure Purcell dissipation
�1=�
=0. In this limit, the dissipative dynamics is governed
by the simplified Liouville operator

L��� � − i�H,�� +
�

2
��a�,a†� + �a,�a†�� . �28�

We distinguish between two different regimes: �i� when only
few photons are exchanged and no state is localized in the
quasienergy well, a perturbative analysis �in the driving� is in
order. �ii� In the opposite case, our physical picture in terms
of quasienergy surfaces is necessary to discuss the dissipa-
tive dynamics.

A. Small photon number: Perturbative regime

When no state is localized in the quasienergy well and
away from a any multiphoton resonance, the quasienergy
levels match the unperturbed result of Eq. �3� and the corre-
sponding states can be identified with the dressed states


n−�.

Close to the N-photon resonance, two scenarios are pos-
sible, as discussed above: �A� coherent resonant dynamical
tunneling �i.e., when the lifetime �N of the N-photon state


N�� is much smaller than the Rabi frequency �N� and �B�
incoherent resonant dynamical tunneling �i.e., when �N
�N�.

When the dynamical tunneling is coherent ��N��N�, the
system tunnels many times between the states 

0� and 

N−�
with period 2� /�N before it substantially decays to 

N−1−�.
The rate of this decay can be obtained in secular approxima-
tion as �N /2=��N−1 /2� /2. Subsequent decays from 

n−�
to 

n−1−� occur along the ladder N−1→N−2→¯→1
→0 with decay rates Dn−,�n−1�−= ��n+�n−1�2� /4 for n�1
and D1−,0=� /2. Hence, the rate from the one-photon to the
zero-photon state is smallest. Note that the probability of a
decay to a state with opposite dressed spin is small, i.e.,
D�n−1�−,n+ /D�n−1�+,n+�1 / �16n�n−1 /2��. Thus, in this sce-
nario, the occupation probability of �11 is the largest. It can
be computed �once the spin flips are neglected� by straight-
forwardly solving the master equation, which yields

�11 = �1 + f+
−2�N� + �

n=2

N−1
f+

−2�n�
2 �−1

, �29�

where f+ is defined below Eq. �9�. Therefore, the contribu-
tion �11a11 with

a11 =
f

2�	1− − 	2−�
3 + 2�2

4
+

f

4�	1− − 	0�
�30�

is the largest in Eq. �27�. For all multiphoton transitions with
photon number N�6, 	1−�	2− ,	0, resulting in the contribu-
tion �11a11�0 and thus in an overall stationary oscillation
which is out of phase with the modulation.

In the example considered in Fig. 6 �f =0.057g, �
=0.0009g, and g=0.007�r�, this scenario is realized close to
the two-photon transition. The ratio between the two-photon
Rabi frequency �2=�2f2 /g �see Eq. �24�� and the lifetime of
the two-photon dressed state �2=3 /2� is �2 /�2
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FIG. 5. �Color online� Solid lines: nonlinear response of reso-
nator in the circuit QED setup based on the transmon architecture as
realized in Ref. 25, i.e., � / �2��=6.920 GHz, g /�=94.4 MHz,
� / �2��=300 kHz, f / �2��=8.304 MHz, �1 / �2��=98 kHz, and
�
=0. Dashed lines: same parameters but without direct qubit re-
laxation ��1=0�. Shown are �a� the amplitude A, �b� the phase 
, �c�
the quasienergy spectrum, and �d� the population P� of the lowest
quasienergy state 
�0

��. The red dottted-dashed line in �a� shows the
result for the population of the zero-photon state being assumed as
close to one, see text.
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= �2�2 /3�f2 / �g��=3.4 and the tunneling is coherent. As ex-
pected, the overall behavior changes from an in-phase oscil-
lation with amplitude 
a00
 �red dashed line in Fig. 6� to a
larger out-of-phase oscillation on the order of 
a11
 �blue dot-
ted line�. Moreover, the occupation probability �11 displays a
peak �Fig. 6�d��, whose height is close to the approximate
value computed in Eq. �29�. It is represented as a blue star in
Fig. 6�d�.

In the opposite limit of incoherent resonant dynamical
tunneling ��N�N�, the population of 

0� is �1 because
relaxation to the zero-photon state is more efficient than any
escape from there via tunneling. Dissipation then completely
washes out the resonance, and the response is identical to
that away from resonance and thus is in phase with the drive.

In the intermediate regime when �N��N, a small popu-
lation �11 emerges, contributing �11a11 with a11�0 given in
Eq. �30�, which is negative for N�6 �in the perturbative
regime�. This also leads to a reduced response with an anti-
resonance. This scenario is realized close to the three-photon
transition in Fig. 6. In this case, the Rabi frequency is �3
= �37/2 /24�f3 /g2 and �3= �5 /2�� so that �3 /�3=0.24.

B. Large photon number: Semiclassical regime

When several photons are contained in the resonator, a
picture in terms of the dissipative semiclassical dynamics
emerges. As will be shown below, a separation of relaxation
time scales exists, which separates fast intrawell from slow
interwell relaxation. We first focus on the intrawell dynam-
ics. Close to the minimum, the wave functions are given by
Eq. �15�. We can compute the corresponding dissipative tran-
sition rates by plugging them into Eq. �28�. In this limit,
dissipative transitions occur only between nearest neighbors
with the rates Dn−1,n=�n cosh2 r and Dn,n−1=�n sinh2 r.
Here, the detailed balance condition is fulfilled. Hence, when
the system is initially in a state with a large photon number
n, it falls with large probability into the basin of attraction of
the quasienergy minimum. This process constitutes intrawell
relaxation. When furthermore damping is smaller than the
intrawell level spacing, i.e., ��g��� �see Eq. �14��, detailed

balance is retained and determines an effective Boltzmann
distribution

Pn
� = P�e−n�eff �31�

with the effective inverse temperature �eff=2 ln coth r� be-
ing defined in terms of the squeezing parameter r�. We em-
phasize that this link between effective temperature and
squeezing can be generalized to any driven quantum system
with a smooth quasienergy surface and coupled linearly to a
bath �e.g., the linearly and the parametrically driven Duffing
oscillator�. It can be easily generalized to finite real tempera-
tures T�0 as well. It turns out that the zero-temperature
limit applies when sinh2 r is much larger than the bosonic
occupation number n̄��ex /T� of the bath taken at frequency
�ex. In the opposite limit, �eff=�ex /T. Since we include here
only photon leaking, i.e., �exT, the effective temperature is
still small.

On the large time scale, the system can escape from the
basin of attraction of the quasienergy minimum with a small
forward rate k+. Overall there are two mechanism contribut-
ing to the escape. �i� The system can climb up the quasien-
ergy well by quantum activation. As already discussed in
Sec. IV, the corresponding rate �a is suppressed exponen-
tially, following �a��e−c/�. Moreover, �ii� the bath induces
spin-flip transitions with rate �s even in absence of an intrin-
sic spin-bath coupling. This is a consequence of the dressing
of the spin. From Eqs. �8� and �28�, it follows that �s��.
Therefore, this mechanism is dominant for small � and the
rate k+ vanishes according to k+��. In real setups, a lower
bound to k+ is given by the small intrinsic couplings �1 and
�
 of the spin to the bath.

Once the system has left the basin of attraction of the
bright state 
�0

��, it quickly decays to the dark state 
0�f��.
From there, it can escape with a backward rate k− on a large
time scale. The stationary populations of the intrawell states,
which oscillate out of phase, and the zero-photon state,
which oscillates in phase with the modulation, are deter-
mined by the ratio k− /k+. Away from any resonance, photon
leaking favors the zero-photon �dark� state and thus, the cor-
responding interwell relaxation is fast, i.e., k+k−. Close to
a resonance for �=1 /N �N integer�, if the driving is resonant
or the incoherent resonant tunneling rate k−=�N

2 /�N is of the
same order of k+, the response is qualitatively modified and
the resonant-antiresonant transition is now governed by the
ratio k− /k+.

Next, we complete our discussion with numerical results
for a concrete example. In Fig. 7, we plot �a� the overall
oscillation amplitude, �b� the overall phase, �c� the rescaled
quasienergy spectrum, and �d� the occupation probabilities of
the first three states 
�n

���n=0,1 ,2� at the well bottom as a
function of the effective Planck constant �. For ��1 /N�N
=2,3 ,4 ,5�, we observe a resonant out-of-phase response
�see Figs. 7�a� and 7�b��, whereas for ��1 /6, an antireso-
nance appears which is in phase with the modulation signal.
For the same values of �, the occupation probabilities of the
states in the well display peaks, see Fig. 7�d�. The heights of
the respective peaks are suppressed exponentially with N.
According to the detailed balance condition in Eq. �31�, the
ratio of the probabilities for nearby states close to the bottom
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of the well is exp�−�eff�. In fact, in logarithmic scale, the
individual curves of the probabilities tend to be equidistant.
The theoretical value for the gap between the curves is
shown by the black double arrow, indicating that the agree-
ment with Eq. �31� is also quantitative.

In order to underpin the drawn picture by more quantita-
tive results, it is helpful to consider the eigenvalues of the
Liouville operator. For this, we start deep in the semiclassical
regime, i.e., with small detuning. Here, a clear separation of
time scales for the dissipative dynamics on the bistable
quasienergy surface occurs. Well-defined energy wells with a
large quasienergy barrier in between exist for small detuning
and allow for a clear description in terms of a single relax-
ation rate �see also Ref. 39 for a comprehensive review�. In
this regime, we find a single eigenvalue �, which consists of
the sum of k− and k+, is real and much smaller than the real
parts of all the other eigenvalues. This is shown in Fig. 8 as
black solid line. In order to emphasize the role of bath-
induced spin flips, we have also computed the smallest ei-
genvalue � of the Liouvillian after removing those transi-
tions by hand from the master equation, see red dashed line
in Fig. 8. For increasing �, i.e., when � 0.25, we enter a
regime, where the separation of time scales is not so clearly
expressed and � becomes comparable to the real parts of the
next three eigenvalues. The latter correspond to relaxation
�one real eigenvalue� and to decoherence �a complex conju-
gated pair of eigenvalues�, involving the pair of states 

1+�

and 

0�. We do not show them in the figure, but instead
show the perturbatively determined values � /2 �relaxation�
and � /4 �decoherence� out of resonance as dotted horizontal
lines. The peaks in the total rate � are due to resonant dy-
namical tunneling for k+ as discussed in Sec. IV B. Due to
the logarithmic scale, peaks in � are only visible when k+ is
of the order or larger than the background value given by k−.

VII. CONNECTION TO OTHER MODELS

The analysis presented here can, in general, be extended
to any driven nonlinear oscillator coupled bilinearly to a
thermal bath. For example, the Duffing oscillator is charac-
terized by two classical stable solutions with opposite oscil-
lation phase. In the quantum regime, two quantum squeezed
states correspond to them. For weak driving, the small-
oscillation solution can be identified with the zero-photon
quantum state. At low thermal energies, it is dominantly
populated away from any resonance due to photons leaking
into the bath. Thus, it can be regarded as stable in absence of
any multiphoton transitions. However, this stable quasien-
ergy state is associated to a relative quasienergy maximum,
which is in direct contrast to the case of a static bistable
potential. There, the lowest energy state is always the mini-
mum of the true potential. At a multiphoton resonance, the
zero-photon quasienergy state is no longer stable since exci-
tations to a N-photon state occur. Hence, it becomes meta-
stable and generates a �anti�resonance of the stationary oscil-
lation. This behavior of the quantum Duffing oscillator has
been already predicted9–11 but the link to the semiclassical
picture5,6 has not been drawn. Thus, the generic behavior of
a driven damped nonlinear quantum oscillator includes dy-
namically generated metastable states from which the system
can escape via thermal diffusion, quantum activation, or dy-
namical tunneling. In the regime of many photons in the
resonator, the escape rate of dynamical tunneling processes
can be obtained in a semiclassical description while in the
regime of only few photons �deep quantum regime�, the es-
cape can occur via resonant dynamical tunneling, leading to
resonant multiphoton transitions. Depending on the ratio of
the Rabi frequency and the lifetime of the multiphoton state,
the resonant dynamical tunneling can be coherent �for large
quality factors� or incoherent �for small quality factors�. De-
pending on the phase of the associated multiphoton transi-
tions, a resonant or an antiresonant nonlinear response may
arise. Such a situation is also expected in a Josephson bifur-
cation amplifier40 operated in the deep quantum regime �note
that all related experimental setups realized so far operate in
the classical regime�.

VIII. CONCLUSIONS

In conclusion, inspired by recent experiments, we have
shown that a driven circuit QED setup can acquire a dynami-
cal bistability. The relevant model to describe this is the
driven dissipative Jaynes-Cummings model for which we
have analyzed its nonlinear response properties. We have
shown that a quasienergy surface can be derived in a rotating
frame picture which clearly shows two metastable basins of
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attraction. This picture is also convenient for studying the
semiclassical limit. We have predicted the existence of a
metastable quantum squeezed state in the semiclassical limit
and have discussed a connection between effective local tem-
perature at the bottom of the quasienergy well and the
squeezing parameter. We have analyzed the escape mecha-
nisms from the metastable states and found resonant dynami-
cal tunneling, both in an incoherent and a coherent version.
Our analysis adds another example to the series of nonlinear
driven dissipative quantum systems with surprising and

counterintuitive but generic features. The thorough experi-
mental investigation of these intrinsic quantum effects is an
interesting prospect.
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